Now consider how you, as a juror, might decide this civil case. Of course, in a real trial, you would have much more information. However, based on the limited information that you have received please answer the following questions about the civil suit against the Kerr Corporation.

1. To what extent do you think the Kerr Corp. is liable (i.e. responsible) for the claims of Hans Vidmar? (circle one)

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
   not at all liable  somewhat liable  very liable  totally liable

2. If you found the Kerr Corp. at all liable in question 1 (i.e. you gave a rating of 2 or higher), please indicate the dollar amount that you would award to Hans Vidmar for each category below:

   Hospital/medical bills: $_______________
   Lost wages: $_______________
   Pain and suffering: $_______________
   Total award (sum of all three): $_______________